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* Established brand featuring a fantasy fantasy setting * Winner of the Game of the Year award in Japan's 17th "Gamefest" contest * Effectively expressing the atmosphere of the old-school action role-playing game
* An epic action game with sharp moves and a gorgeous world * Original graphics and a stylish atmospheric theme * Gameplay that enables you to seamlessly switch from real-time battles to turn-based battles
with ease ABOUT WINDWARD STUDIO One of the pioneers of the NIS brand. Working together with the NIS team to establish the "Open Gate to the Chaos" slogan, we established quality RPG games such as "The

Legend of Mana", "The World Ends with You", "Makai Paradise", "Dissidia Final Fantasy", and others. Read more about us at ABOUT DICE CORPORATION DICE was founded in 1997 and has since been developing and
producing extremely successful and highly engaging gaming content. First, in 1998, it began to produce and distribute the super-realistic massively multiplayer online role-playing game (MMORPG) “Final Fantasy

XI”. Next, in 1999, it produced the spin-off, “Star Ocean: The Second Story”. In the same year, it produced “Kingdom Hearts”, the first “Soul Link” game, and the first anime-game. DICE has since produced and
distributed such classics as “Ni No Kuni”, “Ni no Kuni Wrath of the White Witch”, “Assassin’s Creed: Liberation” and “Ghost Recon: Wildlands”.Jun 22, 2018 The United States and Russian forces clashed in Syria, with
the focus of the fighting shifting toward the Latakia countryside. Saudi-backed militants found themselves marching on Hama airbase without making much progress. The Syrian army has slowly taken back control

of strategic locations in western Syria from ISIS. In addition, Turkish forces fired on a Syrian mortar from the Syrian border town of Jarabulus, injuring a Turkish solider. The situation is slowly heating up in the region,
and the situation could easily escalate with no political resolution in sight. The 10-day ceasefire, which is set to expire on Thursday, has had very little success, with government forces

Elden Ring Features Key:
Offline: Campaign Mode

Offline: Quest Mode
Offline: Survival Mode

Online: Multiplayer Match
Online: Group Chat

Elden Ring Mini features:

Campaign of Singleplayer but Supports Joining Multiplayer Game
Tropes of Story Introduction

Elden Ring feature summary:

Vast 2D Field and Dungeon Design
A user-friendly interface
High Quality Sound, Music, and Graphics with Dynamic Streaming
Easy and simple controls that let even beginners to enjoy the game.
Singleplayer Campaign Mode
Quest Mode for new players to learn the game without time constraints
Survival Mode for ultra-hardcore players to test their skills
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Elden Ring Story Introduction:

"A long time ago, a band of warrior stepped foot upon a mysterious world, tore into a dragon, and declared themselves as the leader. Following their conquest of the land, they became two separate groups: those that stayed and those who left. The first group settled in a secluded valley and
created a nation of warrior lords under the United Ring.
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